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as a security guard in a jewelry shop, raja mishra (saif ali khan) is on the verge of leaving the world
of crime behind him. his beloved wife (sonam kapoor) and son (aarav) are eagerly awaiting the day
when he finally escapes the hold of the underworld. but a group of killers with muscle on their side

has other plans for him. at the same time, raja has his eyes on a wealthy middle-aged woman
(paresh rawal) who owns an old jewelry shop. when a gangster offers to give raja a safe deposit key

in exchange for doing a job, raja has no other choice but to accept the job. on the way to his first
crime, he learns that his wife is having an affair with a married man. the film goes out of its way to

provide a sensitive treatment to the social issues it touches upon. its focus is on the ills of the
government and the state, who are the real antagonists in the film. but its message is diluted. raja is
a good-hearted, yet tough, man. his new-found heroism is his only virtue, and he is an all-round good
guy. this is not the man to bring down the corrupt system. in the end, bullett raja is no more than a
wishy-washy subplot to a revenge drama. the latter is well-shot and well-acted, and it deserves a
watch. but the former is ill-thought out and unworthy of being a part of it. bullet raja is a movie

without a soul. it has no character. it is a totally amoral and immoral, and it is a disgrace to indian
cinema. bullet raja is the story of a common man, raja mishra, who transforms into a dreaded

gangster of the hindi heartland. a victim of the system and chained by it, rajas life changes as he
takes on those that rule and shakes the very foundations of the nexus of the police, the government,

and the industrialists. as he rises and revolts against the system becoming an outlaw, bullett sets
ablaze the nexus and changes the landscape forever. the powers that be, fight back in a compelling

struggle for power and money against the backdrop of personal ambitions, greed and revenge.
redefining love, friendship and loyalty, bullet raja creates a world, where a common man, tests his
endurance and fortitude against the very system he once obediently followed and then declared a

war on it!
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album discription: bullet raja is a bollywood hindi movie released on 2013, there are 7 mp3 songs in
bollywood music album bullet raja, 07 - tamanche pe disco (bullet raja) (mp3wale.com) sung by

raftaar rdb 05 - saamne hai savera (bullet raja) (mp3wale.com) sung by bonnie chakraborty wajid
shreya ghoshal 02 - bullett raja (bullet raja) (mp3wale.com) sung by keerthi sagathia wajid 03 - dont
touch my body (bullet raja) (mp3wale.com) sung by mamta sharma 01 - jai govinda jai gopala (bullet

raja) (mp3wale.com) sung by 06 - satake thoko (bullet raja) (mp3wale.com) sung by danish sabri
keerthi sagathia wajid 04 - jai govinda jai gopala remix (bullet raja) (mp3wale.com) sung by so total

number of singers in this movies bharat are 8 download bollywood hindi movie album bullet raja
mp3 songs in 190kbps, 320kbps high quality mp3songs in mp3wale. you can also download bullet
raja movie all 7 mp3songs in a zip format too in bharat 128kbs mp3 songs zip and bharat 320 kbps
mp3 songs zip too in one click album discription: bullet raja is a bollywood hindi movie released on
2013, there are 7 mp3 songs in bollywood music album bullet raja, 07 - tamanche pe disco (bullet
raja) (mp3wale.com) sung by raftaar rdb 05 - saamne hai savera (bullet raja) (mp3wale.com) sung
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keerthi sagathia wajid 03 - dont touch my body (bullet raja) (mp3wale.com) sung by mamta sharma
01 - jai govinda jai gopala (bullet raja) (mp3wale.com) sung by 06 - satake thoko (bullet raja)

(mp3wale.com) sung by danish sabri keerthi sagathia wajid 04 - jai govinda jai gopala remix (bullet
raja) (mp3wale.com) sung by so total number of singers in this movies bharat are 8 download
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